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NOTES ON THE PSEUDO-COMPLETE ALGEBRA

An Hyun Kim

1, Introduction

In [5], Rickart proved that, when F is a Hermitian fun
ctional on the Banach *-algebra A, in order for F to be 
representable, it is necessary and sufficient that

(i) F i^butmded,
(ii) 成(。시2#"고(e*e), eUA

where m is a positive real constant independent of x. In 
this note, conditions for a functional to be admissible on 
a locally convex ^-algebra are defined and sufficient condi
tions for a functional F to be representable are also given 
in Theorem 4. 2.

2. Preliminaries

Definition 2.1. By a locally convex algebra A we shall 
mean an algebra A over the complex field C, equipped with 
a topology t such that

(i) (A；t) is a Hausdorff locally convex topological vec
tor space,

(ii) multiplication is separately continuous.
A will be called a locally convex ^-algebra if A has a con
tinuous involution.
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Definition 2・2. Let A be a locally convex algebra. An 
element of A is said to be bounded if, for some nonzero 
complex number X, the set {(Xx)n*n^N} is a bounded subset 
of A.

The set of all bounded elements of A will be denoted by 
瓦.

NOTATION. By Bi we denote the collection of all subsets 
B of A such that

(i) B is convex and idempotent,
(ii) B is bounded and closed.

If BwB], then A(B) will denote the subalgebra of A ge
nerated by B, i. e., and x^B}, and the
equation ||x||e=：inf {人〉0：z U XB} defines a norm which 
makes A(B) a normed algebra.

Definition 2.3. The locally convex algebra A is called 
pseudo - com fl ete if each of the normed algebras A(B) is a 
Banach algebra.

If A is a locally convex algebra and we define
the radius of boundedness of x by

8(z)=inf 3>0 : n^N] is bounded]

with the usual convention that inf © =。。.

The following simple facts about are obvious：

1°. 6(z)〉0 and 6(膈;) = 1시/3(%) where 人uC and 0-oo = 0.
2°. 6(z)V。。iff
3°. In pa호ti이liar, if A is pseudo-complete, then B(e) 

equals to the spectral radius o£ x [工]・
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Definition 2.4. Let A be a locally convex algebra, and 
let F be a linear functional on A. If = (F(^))~~ for 
all x in X, 산len F will be called Hermitian, If 
for all x in A, then F will be called a positive functi
onal.

Lemma 2.5. Let A be a pseudo-complete locally convex 
*-algebra and let xQ be any element of A such that j3(爲)) 

<1. Then there exists an element yQ of A such that 2y0 — 
y^~xQt In addition if is Hermitian, so is y()t

Proof. Consider the function f defined in terms of the 
binomial series as follows：

f(z) =-冗匕气 
勉=]_ \ tC 1

Then f is well-defined and 2顶*(充)一 [ = z for all | 이 ML
Now consider the vector valued function 一克('夕)(一气泪

We show that this series converges. Let e>0. Since 
/3<1, there exists a by [口 such that xG^A(B) 
and \\^o]\s<l- Since f converges for ]히ML there exists 
an 7z0 such that for q>n^

国罗)f

Since A(B) is complete, we h&ve that vector valued series 
converges to an element yQ of A(B) such that 2g—;炒=孔.

Theorem 2- 6. Let A be a pseudo-complete locally convex 
^-algebra and let F be any positive functional on 4 Then 
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for all u^A and h Hermitian.

Proof. By Lemma 2.5 and [5, Theorem 4.5.2], the above 
theorem is obvious.

Let F be a positive functional on A and define

Lf= {xgA： F(y*x) =0 for all y in A}.
Then LF is a left ideal of A([3, p.2883). Now we define 
Xf = A/Lf and denote x+LF by x.

Definition 2.7. A positive linear functional F which 아a- 
tisfies the following conditions will be called admissible^

⑴ Hurr 스} <8 for all kA
(2) For each there is a a:0GA0 such that x =

Corollary 2.8. If A is a pseudo-complete locally convex 
algebra such 난lat 4 = A% then any positive functional 

is admissible.

Proof. By Theorem 2.6 and 2°,
{F(z*a*心)= <8 for all a^A.

Since A = AQ for each nuA, there exists a e)( = z)U4) 
such that x=Xq9

3. Topologically Cyclic Representation

Let A be a *-algebra over the complex field C and X a 
vector space over C. A ^-homomorphism A—>L(X) is 
called a *representation of A on X where L(X) is an 
algebra of all linear transformations of X into itself.
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Lemma 3.1. Let A be a locally convex *-algebra and let 
F be an admissible positive functional on A. If a, b^A9 
then (a + b)0= (aQ+bo).

Theorem 3.2. Let F be an admissible positive Hermitian 
functional on the commutative locally convex *-algebra A, 
Then there exists a representation a-^Ta of A on a Hilbert 
space H such that for all

Proof. Since A is commutative, LF is a two-sided ideal 
and hence XF is an algebra. Let x = x + LF and define a sca
lar product in XF by (x, y) =F(:for ”，The com
pletion of XF with respect to the inne호 product will be 
cailed H, aW_thg H i& a 조Gilbert space.

Let xQ be a fixed element of XFt Since F is admissible, 
we may assume that “(后瓦.Let 乏UH and assume that 
釦一疹with %氏次".

Then

旧总一•辨』2=(的总一无再，X02n~X02M)
=F( (xQzn - XQZm) * (xo2：n- ZqZ彻))

= F((zn-zm)^x^xQ(zn-zw))

and

H如一히 卩 = 1구((zn-皿)*(%-%)).

Since F is admissible,

\\^n~^m\\2^M\\zn~zm\\2 with M>Q.

Thus {x02n} is a Cauchy sequence with respect^to the inner 
product norm, and hence the sequence converges to an ele
ment y of H. Similarly we can show that if wn->z with 
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respect to the inner product norm, then {xQwn} converges 
to y. Now we define the mapping a->Ta of A on H by

Tax=aox, x^H where aQ=a.

Then, if a, b^A9

Tabx = （ab） ~~Qx = （ab） ~~x=abx=S060x
=（a0（J>qX）厂=Tq 0注）—

=TaTbx for all x^H.

Similarly Ta+b=Ta+Tb and TXa — X,Ta for all 人uC・ Thus 
a~>Ta defines a representation of A on H.

Consider the restriction of the representation to Ao. Let 
4&4刁.Sinee F is admssihle, we have

11孔（无）1卩늬网 ||2=（ 弭 ax）

^M\\x\\2 for some M>0, x^XFt

Hence Ta is a continuous mapping on XFa Since XF is dense 
in H, Ta can be uniquely extended to a continuous mapping 
To on H. However if x^H~XF9 let {xn} be a subset of 
XF such that xn—>x. Then

Ta（x）=lim Ta（xn） = lim acTn
= ax=Ta（x'）.

Thus Ta~ Ta and Ta is a continuous function on H for 
aUA°. Since Ta is continuous, we can show that （7二）*=7二* 

by proving 반lat （0*（勿）= 7二*（工） for all 工wXf.

Let x and y be elements of XF^ 나len
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(Tax9 y) =F(y^ax) =F((y*a)x)
=(匸(0*)项)= (z, 7財项).

Thus for a^AOf we have (O*=7?礼

Corollary 3.3. If is also an algebra e. 응. , the 
product of bounded sets of A is bounded, then the res
triction of the above representation to AQ is a ^-represen- 
tation of Ao on H.

Let X be a vector 옹pace over C and let K be a subalge
bra of L(X). Let 2： be a fixed vector in X and let Xz = 
{T(z):TeK}. Then Xz is an invariant subspace of X 
with respect to K. If there exists an element 2 of a nor
med space X such that Xz — X, then K is said to be topo
logically cyclic and the vector % is called a topologically 
cyclic vector. A representation x —> Tx of A on A- is said 
to be topologically cyclic if, when K~ {T^x^A}^ there 
is a vector z in X such that X,~X.

With these definitions we state the following corollary 
to Theorem 3. 2.

Corollary 3.4. Let A be a commutative locally co교vex 
*-al|；ebra with identity. Let F be an admissible positive 
Hermitian functional on A. Then the representation obtained 
above is topological cyclic with a cyclic vector 7z0 such that 
F(沒:)=(7项0也))，

Proof. Let 7功=丄=1 + Xp. Then by definition 70°=為， 

so that the set {TxhQ:= Xf and hence is dense in H. 
Thus hQ is a topologically cyclic vector. Now let x^.Ay 
then there exists such that x~xQt Thus
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F(l*(x-xo))=F(x-a；o) =F(z)-F(x0).

By the way, F(l*(z-爲))=((z-爲)一，I)
=(權)一(无工)=0.

Consequently F(x)=F(x0). Therefore (7【而,妃=(角而,砌 

=(x01,1) =F(x0) =F(x) for all x^A.

4. Representable Functional

Let F be a linear functional on the locally convex 
*-algebra A and let a -> be a representation of A on a 
Hilbert space H such that the restriction of the represen
tation to Aq is a *-representation of Ao on H. Then F is 
said to be representable by a Ta provided there exists 
a topologically cyclic vector such that

F(a) = (TahQfho) for all a^A.

Let be a representation of A on J/ and let

M= 아yH : Tah=Q for all a^A}.

If M= {0}, we say 난lat the representation is essential.

Lemma 4. L If the representation a Ta is essential, 
then each of the subspaces Hh~{Tah：a^A} is cyclic with 
A as a cyclic vector.

Proof. [5, p.206J.

Theorem 4.2. Let F be a 도lermitian functional on 반le 
pseudo-complete commutative locally convex *-algebra A. 
Then in order for F to be representable, it is sufficient 
that
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(1) for each there is a Xq^Aq such that x = x(),
(2) x^A9

where is a positive real constant independent of x.

Proof. Assume that F satisfies 나ie conditions and denote 
by Ax the pseudo-complete locally convex *-algebra obtained 
by adjoining the identity element to A. Extend the func
tional F to Ai by the definition,

F(x + oi) ~F{x) +ijloL for zWA and a a scalar.

Then

F((“ + a)*(z + a)) =F((z* +衣)(z + a))
=F{x^x+x^a + ax + aoi)
AF(宀)一20| 成 3)"/시이 2
君-2|이j +j이〈끼 2 
=(F{x^x) — |。山摂)2.

Thus F is a positive linear functional on Ar and Theorem 
2. 6 guarantees that 나le first condition of admissibility is 
satisfied on Alt To show that 나ie second condition is 
satisfied, let z + Then by hypothesis there exist으
^o^Aq such that xQ~x. Consider，％+a・ Then since xQ = x 
and (z —e))U乙马

成[(:y+/3)*(3)+a) - (z + a))]|2

=成[(3+6)*(“(广』)]|2
= |F(：y*(a—e))) +F(^(x0-^))|2 

니 诲(初-a시 2

MI61 앗43)- 万)*成0-”)]=0.

Consequently (xQ + ot)~~(x+a)o^.
Th으refore F is an admissible positive Hermitian func
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tional on Alu Hence by Corollary 3.4 there exists a repre
sentation x^Tx of Ai on H defined by T(,a+a')x= (a+oc)Qx 
and such that

F(a+a) = (C+而,&o) for some

Now let N= for all a^A}.

Consider the restriction of a~^Ta to the space N、where

NL^={h&Ht (h9 n) =0 for all 死 WN}・

Since {hUN'：TJi = 0 for all a^A} = {0}9 the restriction 
is essential.

Let 方0 =五/ +五where h讨UN、and 方/'WM Then for all 
a^A we have

F(a) = (T而g = (TM + h^), "卜W)
= (TahQ\ 础+W) = " 爲〃))

= (頌 7源아待) = (70/,五/)・

Thus 나iere exists h/WN ' such that F(a) = (TahQ\ Aoz) for 
all czW4 Let Ho= {T^:a^A}. Then, since the restric
tion of the representation to N' is essential, by Lemma 
4.1 Ho is cyclic with h0 as a cyclic vector.

Corollary 4.3. If A has an identity element, then every 
positive functional which implies condition (1) is repre
sentable.

Proof. If A has an identity element, then by the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality, we have

成 3)|2MF(1)F3S)

for any positive functional F. Thus, condition (2) is 죠u- 
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tomatically satisfied.

Corollary 4.4. Let F be an admissible positive Hermitian 
functional on the pseudo-complete commutative locally 
convex algebra A. Then there exists a *-representation 
of Aq on a Hilbert space H.

Proof. If A is commutative and pseudo-complete, then 
Aq is an subalgebra of A □丄 Therefore by Theorem 3. 2 
and Corollary 3. 3, the proof is obvious.
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